Dear Center for Adventist Research,

You've made a tremendous impact in the mission field this year! Thank you!

To show you just what a difference you've made, we wanted to share two personal testimonies from the mission field.

**Medical Clinics**

Heather was blessed to work in the mission clinic you provided in Tonga! See the story of one young man whose life was impacted through Heather's ministry in your clinic! Watch video now >
Worldwide Evangelism

More than 500 people were baptized through the evangelistic meetings you made possible in Santa Cruz, Philippines! Including 22 prisoners, who gave their lives to Christ at a special baptism. Watch this amazing story from your outreach! Watch video now >

Thank you so much for your prayers and gifts this year! God has multiplied your support to reach nearly 50,000 people worldwide!

God bless you and your family this Thanksgiving!
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